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Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) has demonstrated value to the medical decision-making process.
The development and evaluation of CAD methods, however, require years of effort from dedicated
research groups around the world. Such groups, working independently, typically suffer from limited
local resources in terms of patient data and access to the “ground truth” required to properly train and
test their algorithms. When these research groups report their CAD methods in the literature, it is
difficult for the medical imaging research community to compare the relative merits of different
approaches, since the performance of these methods can greatly depend on factors such as
database composition, subtlety of the target lesions, “truth” definition, and performance evaluation
metric. Grand challenges make a valuable contribution to the field by allowing for a direct comparison
of different algorithms designed for a specific radiologic task, with all algorithms following the same
set of rules, operating on a common set of images, and being evaluated with a uniform performance
assessment approach. Challenges equalize the various factors that make comparisons of different
CAD methods so difficult. Comparisons among the methods of participating groups can help identify
approaches that are the most promising for a specific clinical task. This presentation will describe the
clinical motivation and results of recent challenges sponsored by the SPIE, AAPM, and NCI.
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